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futures

volunteerism
stamens and pistils

post-post-post-impressionist berserkers

above: printmakers pursuing their craft and engaging with 
community through outreach and service.

left: the hands of 2018 gift Print artist Carl F.k. Pao. 

POSSIBLE FUTURES
at 90 years of age it’s a good time to reflect on 
where we’ve come from and where we’re going 
as a nonprofit arts organization. to mark this an-
niversary we are planning a special component to 
our annual exhibition in march 2018.  to comple-
ment the excellent work from printmakers all over 
the state -- expertly juried by guest artist shelley 
thorstensen -- and the highly-anticipated gift Print 
by Carl F.k. Pao, we will mount a historical survey 
that looks back and assesses our trajectory since 
1928, illustrating some of the notable points along 
the timeline of our development, complete with ar-
chival material and technical displays, and coupled 
with in-gallery demonstrations and events.

in addition to looking back it’s high time to consider 
the future of Honolulu Printmakers. Just as most 
of us probably wouldn’t recognize the organization 
of 90 years ago -- or even 20 years ago for that 
matter -- it’s difficult to anticipate the conditions, 
opportunities, and challenges that will shape us in 
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Every year since 1933, the Honolulu Printmakers has com-
missioned a local printmaker to produce an edition of prints 
that the organization makes available to its members and the 
public to raise funds for its activities. This year we have se-
lected noted artist and teacher Carl F.K. Pao.

Born and raised on the island of O`ahu, Carl graduated from Kamehameha Schools in 1989. He earned a BFA at 
the University of Hawai`i at Manoa in 1994, with an emphasis in Ceramics (Outstanding Senior Ceramic Student 
Award).  Carl received his MFA with first-class honors in 1999 from Elam School of Fine Arts at the University 
of Auckland, Aotearoa. He returned to Hawai’i in 2000 to take a full-time teaching position at the Kamehameha 
Schools High School Kapalama Visual Arts Department.  He recently transferred to the Kamehameha Schools 
Hawai’i campus in Kea’au.

Outside of teaching, Carl maintains an active studio practice.  He recently initiated a series of growing exhibits 
based on the Hawaiian concept of maka, with the most recent, Makaha 2016, successfully showing at the Arts 
at Marks Garage.  Among many other achievements, Carl was the inaugural Artist in Residence at the Australian 
National University (ANU) College of Asia and the Pacific in July 2012; concluded a successful group exhibition at 
the Smithsonian’s National Museum of the American Indian in July 2011; was co-owner/operator of the lodestar 
collective gallery in Kailua; the volunteer Arts Editor for The Contemporary Pacific journal (TCP) from 2008-2011; 
host and co-producer of the educational art series Art Hunter; and is currently exhibiting both locally and abroad.  
Carl also works on various commercial and private art commissions. He lives with his wife and daughter in Kurtis-
town on the island Hawai’i. Carl discusses the ongoing series that informs this year’s Gift Print below.

PRINT CONCEPT FOR  THE 2018 GIFT PRINT -- MAKALAU

The Maka series investigates the different and lesser known meanings of the Kanaka Maoli (Native Hawaiian) 
word maka1 and how it relates to the re-membering and remasculation of Kanaka Maoli ancestral ki’i or carved 
wooden portraits of ancestors whose male genitalia were crudely removed (that is, de-masculated) during a 
time of tremendous social and religious change in Hawai‘i, significantly with regard to the early postcontact 
introduction of western-style values and beliefs.

Initially, my goal in creating the series was to explore in metaphorical terms the link between the de-emascula-
tion of the ki‘i to that of Kanaka Maoli men in the contemporary period. Statistically, Hawaiian men are at the top 
of every list you do not want to be on: incarceration, suicide, substance abuse, domestic abuse, and so forth. In 
a sense, we have lost our identity and strength as Native men.  Earlier on, the Maka series was centrally com-
prised of larger-than-life phallic sculptures in various native and non-native woods to symbolically reanimate in 
the Kanaka Maoli male psyche a sense of potency and strength.  Over time, as with all creative work, the series 
has evolved.  In later iterations I looked to other not so obvious forms of masculinity - principally the male ele-
ments of flowers.  It is here that I started using maka as a way to create an even deeper kaona (layered meaning) 
in the series.

Now the Maka have grown to not just represent the revival of Native masculinity, but the struggle for pono or 
balance of the masculine and feminine - in oneself and society.  

The title of the print - Makalau - means a number of maka of a great amount or lau.

PROCESS

Exploring the possibilities of com-
bining the sharpness of screen-
printing and the unpredictable use 
of spray paint stencils, I decided 
to work in layers for this year’s 
Gift Print.  Initially I wanted to use 
the more unconventional material 
of builder’s paper, but it was later 
decided that using a black cotton 
rag—an archival paper—was more 
appropriate for ensuring the long 
life of the works.  Importantly, from 
my perspective, black cotton rag 
(and, indeed, builder’s paper) con-
stitutes a modern day form of kapa.

There are four layers to the final 
print.  The first is a screenprinted 
rectangular white background.  
Second, using graphite I hand drew 
my watermark or signature on each 
separate sheet.  The watermark is 
my unique way of imprinting my-
self on each work and acknowledg-
ing through the various elements 
of the watermark my Hawaiian an-
cestral connections. The third layer 
is the main composition, which  is 
comprised of the screenprinted im-
age rendered using a mix of blue-
brown ink to create a deep black. 
Finally, I applied a layer of spray 
paint to complete the visual effect.

1. Maka… 3. n. Point, bud, protuber-
ance; center of a flower, including 
usually both the stamens and pistils; 
nipple, teat; sharp edge or blade of 
an instrument; point of a fishhook; 
beginning, commencement; source; 
any new plant shoot coming up. 
Fig., descendant. Ke‘au mahope a ka 
maka (Lunk. 3.22), the haft after the 
blade. Na maka o Ha loa i luna (FS 
39), descendants of Ha loa above. 
Maka mua o ka huaka‘i (FS 137), 
beginning of the procession. Maka o 
ka makani, beginning or origin of the 
wind. ‘O maka kolu, three-pronged 
spear. ho‘o maka: To begin, start, 
initiate; commence; to appear, of a 
child’s first tooth; to put forth buds; 
to come to a head, as a boil. Mea 
ho‘omaka, beginner. (PPN mata.)

Pukui, Mary Kawena, and Samuel H. 
Elbert. Hawaiian Dictionary: Hawaiian-
English, English-Hawaiian. Honolulu: U of 
Hawaii, 1986. Print.

PurChASE ThE 2018 GiFT PrinT

Sales of Carl Pao’s 2018 Gift Print will 
begin on January 1, 2018, at 
honoluluprintmakers.org/2018giftprint

Pre-sale member price   $75
Pre-sale nonmember price  $100
Price for all after 3/7/2018  $125

The Gift Print is produced in a limited 
edition of 75 impressions, with prof-
its from sales going directly to support 
the work of the Honolulu Printmak-
ers. The first and second impressions 
are retained by the Honolulu Muse-
um of Art and the Honolulu Printmak-
ers, respectively, for their archives. 

Gift Prints will be available for pick up 
at the opening reception of the 90th 
Annual Exhibition on March 7, 2018. 
Those in need of shipping must pay for 
that option when they purchase on our 
website.

2018 Gift Print Artist 
CArl F.K. PAo



Juror’s Workshop
DirECT To PlATE: 
PolyESTEr PlATE liThoGrAPhy

March 9-11, 2018

Polyester plate lithography is an simple, versatile, and inexpensive process that can add great 
value to a printmaker’s practice – a way of making black and white or color hand-drawn or photo-
based lithographs that every printmaker can have as part of their print “toolbox.” Polyester plates 
can be drawn on directly with various media, and then printed with little or no chemical processing. 
For printmakers who want to use photographic elements in their work, polyester plates can also 
be easily imaged on a copier and laser printer with digitally manipulated photographs, and then 
printed by simple hand lithography methods on either a litho or etching press. This 2.5 day work-
shop will guide participants through various workflows for utilizing polyester plates on their own or 
in conjunction with other print techniques.

$175 members // $200 nonmembers
Registration begins on 1/1/2018 at honoluluprintmakers.org

THE REALM 
OF ALL 
POSSIBILITIES 
i see printmaking as a direct expression of consciousness, as in a feedback loop where the bilateral sym-
metry of the plate to print directly reflects the maker’s body, its imprint. i see it as a method to look at 
oneself in a mirror, a psychological means to literally face oneself while making work. it is a physical fact 
that while working on a plate one stands behind yet in front of oneself, as if unmediated. 

this phenomenon occurs throughout the processes intrinsic to what we ascribe as the medium: in the 
conceiving, in the making, in the reflecting. they are part and parcel of the process. i am consistently and 
continually intrigued by what this process offers emotionally and aesthetically. it is compelling enough to 
warrant prolonged study. 

the history of what is called printmaking is one interpreted history of art. it’s the short course in mark-
ing the time of our lives. that history begins as far back as the muddy hand print against the cave wall. 
Certainly before paper the hand as matrix impressed the wall. it attested to external reflection as well as 
internal, of the duality of body and mind from which could be thought to stem our seemingly unending 
sense of the this and that, the me and not, the us and them. From our earliest we have been bilaterally 
symmetrical and standing. our mark recorded and recoded the splendor around us as well as the uncer-
tainty of our existence, the relations between us, the disasters of war.
 
traditional printmaking today retains the zip of the freeze-dried moment, artifice on supple yet fragile 
paper - the juxtaposition of labor (on a plate, on a stone) with the (almost) instantaneous nature and feel 
of the printed surface. With the inclusion of newer digital habitation within the output of intaglio, litho-
graph and silkscreen, printmaking now stands in the cross hairs. For the addition of any new technology 
is first and foremost of our making and then makes things complicated. it begs questions of the artist/
printmaker and taunts that one better know what one is doing. 

What once was the domain of a medium-- the mark made on matrix delivered in an imperceptibly seam-
less manner just below our visual threshold for recognition of duplicity and duplicate -- is now only one 
possible outcome. We speak the language not only of the separate and specifically non-linked nature of 
shape, color, contrast, saturation, placement, texture, and form, but of whatever we dub the margins of 
content, each with seemingly endless permutations. in the least, we now layer everywhere - in fashion, 
in furnishings, in meaning, in what we call photoshop and in what we call printmaking. We are relayers 
[sic] of information. 

the binary code has long been the structural core of the print (black or white, here or not) in both the 
perceptual and conceptual. even while what around us can be described as random, or chaotic like the 
current physical theories of our time, printmakers still record, marking time and existence in relative bit 
by bit engaged in what Hundertwasser called “making art around the corner.” the nature of each genera-
tion’s making of multiples alters the way each depicts and perceives. it may be that our hands no longer 
move as our eye moves in a tactile way, that we can no longer consider our past preoccupation with the 
fall of light on a surface, or description through color or line-weight alone. now, we move in constructs. 
We move through the idea of moving. We are not jaded to our past, we’re just different. there is new 
license and we’ve agreed to the terms. Whether it is line by engraved line, or pixel by pixel, this is no 
simple draughtsman’s tool. 

digital manipulation, new media and traditional printmaking marry seamlessly. digital imaging may re-
main “hidden” but is undoubtedly and undeniably present incorporated into the depth of an etching plate, 
the surface of a lithograph, the stencil of a silkscreen, as these processes, once their own kind of virtual, 
now possess the feel of tactility itself. Wallpapered collaborative installations, incongruous objects in 
space, the floating and bedazzled, the impossible figure, tire treads on lit screens, these are the embod-
ied realm of the virtual, that digital construct. as detail in pre-digital terms meant a closer look and as 
Pop art harkened the halftone, now in real terms the enlargement of the pixelated image is a blur -- not a 
pre-echo of the fractal, but the true chaos of a post-post-post-impressionist berserker. 

again technology begs feeling. this is our new generations’ inventory of less recent concerns – concerns 
over the plasticity of integrated space as even now collage and cut paper become layered cut and paste. 
We still make our mark but it’s like a myth, like this idea of a live feed, but it is real - because it’s (always) 
bits on the continuum. it is a visceral see saw of the temporal no matter how you cut it with cell phone 
shots of gun battles and videos of Burning man. the medium can be (at least in part) the message. it is 
a punctuated and staccato equilibrium because it seems no matter – we are alive, we live and breathe 
breath into what we make even when we wish otherwise. Contemporary memory only goes so far and 
here we are once again destined, and we are destined, to borrow it all.

© shelley thorstensen 2017 

Honolulu Printmakers welcomes artist and educator Shelley Thorstensen 
as juror for our 90th Annual Exhibition. Shelley is an exceptionally tal-
ented and versatile printmaker well versed in all print media. She has an 
undergraduate degree in Experimental Studies from Syracuse Univer-
sity, School of Visual & Performing Arts, Syracuse, NY, and a graduate 
degree in Printmaking from the Tyler School of Art / Temple University 
in Philadelphia, PA. Her work can be seen at Dolan/Maxwell (dolanmax-
well.com) in Philadelphia, PA, and at printmakersopenforum.org. 

Her work has been described as “romantic abstraction” and “for the 
most part, palpably emotional effusions.” She writes, “I see my work 
as a direct expression of consciousness, as in a feedback loop where 
the bilateral symmetry of the plate to print directly reflects my body, my 
imprint. I see it as a method to look at myself in a mirror, a psychologi-
cal means to literally face myself while making work”

Shelley Thorstensen was born in Oklahoma, and as a young child of 
military parents, lived in Austria and Germany, finally settling in New 
Jersey. She now lives in Oxford, PA, on the edge of Amish country, 
where she operates Printmakers Open Forum, a collaborative print stu-
dio described as a “...Home for Wayward Print Girls and Boys.”

On jurying and curating, Shelley has provided the following statement:
 

Printmaking: a truly vast array of techniques, materials, approaches. 
None are more or less valid than another. All are subject to scrutiny 
and acceptance. What I look for in a print: an allowing for the spon-
taneous that does not over-ride clarity of purpose; knowledge of our 
heritage that does not over-burden our delight in the medium. I will 
look for a clear and reasoned presentation of the work, an unflinching 
voice – be that voice quiet, loud, colorful, big, small, or in-between. 
This is an inclusive medium, one that has survived the ages as being 
so. I look for work that rings true. 

Shelley will give a talk on various aspects of her work at 4:30 pm on 
Sunday, March 4, 2018, at the Honolulu Museum of Art School.
 

90th Annual 
Exhibition Juror 
ShEllEy ThorSTEnSEn
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ABOUT HONOLULU PRINTMAkERS
Honolulu Printmakers, founded in 1928, is a non-profit arts 
organization dedicated to promoting print culture in the State of 
Hawaii. We fulfill our mission by running a community access 
printmaking studio, organizing exhibition opportunities and art-
ist residencies, and conducting educational outreach and dem-
onstrations in the community. Our studio is at the Honolulu Mu-
seum of Art School -- please stop by for a visit, we’d love to get 
you involved in printmaking!

BasiC - $25/year
members at this level are artists, printmakers, col-
lectors, supporters -- anyone who cares about print-
making and wants to stay informed about and con-
tribute to our activities. Basic members receive all 
mailings and discounts, but may not use the studio 
(Hmas students excepted).

studio - $50/year
those in the studio category comprise the bulk of 
our membership, and enjoy access to open studio 
in addition to all of the benefits above. studio mem-
bers have book and tool borrowing privileges from 
the Printmakers’ facility, and have the option to re-
serve exclusive after-hours edition-printing time.

Patron - $250/year
Patrons are steadfast supporters who believe in the 
Printmakers mission and are motivated to make a 
significant contribution. Patrons enjoy all the ben-
efits described above, and in appreciation, receive a 
special Patron Print of their choosing from the Hono-
lulu Printmakers collector’s archive. 

ProFessional - $550/year
our all-inclusive category of membership is designed 
with convenience in mind for the active print artist 
who wants to show up paid-in-full and fully equipped 
without having to keep track of studio fees. includes 
all benefits of studio membership, a year of studio 
fees, plus the use of a flat file drawer and 16 hours 
of prepaid after-hours studio use.

oPen Print studio
members at the studio level and above pay fees 
to access the studio. Fees are $20/day, $50/month, 
$125/quarter, or $450/year. this covers inks, press 
time, solvents, chemicals, stones, Plexiglas, etc. 
Printers provide their own paper and metal plates, 
along with incidental tools and materials. We have 
complete facilities for intaglio, relief, monotypes, 
lithography, screenprinting, and risography. a volun-
teer shop assistant will orientate you to the work-
shop, but you are expected to function indepen-
dently. Printers need to be members of the Honolulu 
Printmakers.

studio Hours
monday    9am - 5pm
tuesday     closed
Wednesday      1pm - 9pm
thursday      9am - 9pm
Friday      9am - 5pm
saturday    1pm - 5pm
sunday     9am - 9pm

open studio hours are subject to change. 

to see the latest hours and holiday closures, as well 
as our upcoming activities, check our website or fol-
low us on social media. 

You may join online at honoluluprintmakers.org or 
download a membership form and mail it in. 

membership forms are also available in the studio.

2017-2018 Board oF direCtors
President  Brady evans
ViCe President  elizabeth lowrey
seCretarY  deb nehmad
treasurer  Paul Weissman

direCtors  Paul galang, leslie Hopf, 
dieter runge, travis sasaki, marcia Pasqua, 
John mcCaskill, laura smith, Hannah Craft

eXeCutiVe direCtor  duncan F. dempster Jr.  
     

     Honolulu Printmakers
 

Honolulu museum of art school
1111 Victoria street

Honolulu, Hi  96814
808-536-5507

duncan@honoluluprintmakers.org
honoluluprintmakers.tumblr.com
like us on facebook
instagram: @honoluluprintmakers
: honprintmakers

Become a member of Honolulu Printmakers
Your membership supports printmaking activities in Hawai‘i such as exhibitions, exchange 
portfolios, open houses, visiting artists, classes and demonstrations, school outreach, and 
our community-access printmaking studio. go to honoluluprintmakers.org to join or find out 
more about our activities.

oaHu entries
deliver work on Friday, march 2, 2 - 6 pm
Honolulu museum of art school gallery
Please note: only 3 entries per artist will be accepted.
download the fillable pdf entry form from honoluluprintmakers.org 

neigHBor island entries
shipped work must arrive by monday, February 26.
thanks to generous donors, Honolulu Printmakers will again cover two-
way shipping for neighbor island members! However, you must ship from 
a FedEx facility or by USPS only. You will be reimbursed for shipping costs. 
Prints must be framed with acrylic. Please ship in reusable packaging to:

Honolulu Printmakers
1111 Victoria Street
Honolulu, Hawai'i 96814

nonmembers must include return postage with their entry.

notiFiCation and PiCk uP oF non-aCCePted Work
sunday, march 4, 10 am - 1 pm
monday, march 5, 10 am - 1 pm
go to honoluluprintmakers.tumblr.com or call 808-536-5507 

artist talk shelley thorstensen
sunday, march 4, 4:30 pm
Honolulu museum of art school

oPening reCePtion
Wednesday, march 7, 5 - 7 pm

eXHiBition dates and Hours
Wednesday, march 7 - saturday, march 24
tuesday - sunday, 10 am –  4:30 pm

Final PiCk uP oF artWork
sunday, march 25, 9-3 pm & monday, march 26 9-3 pm. Work left after 
this date will be regarded as a donation.

media PoliCY 
this exhibition seeks print works in all printmaking media, including litho-
graphs, screenprints, relief, intaglio, monoprints, letterpress, artists books, 
digital prints and print-based installations.  We encourage experimentation 
and the generation of a dialogue about what printmaking is and can be.  
the Honolulu Printmakers reserve the right to exclude work deemed not 
to meet these criteria. Work must have been created within the last three 
years and may not have been previously shown in a juried exhibition on 
oahu.

Honolulu Printmakers invites all print 

artists residing in Hawai'i to participate 

in the Annual Exhibition by submitting 

up to three entries for jurying. Go to 

honoluluprintmakers.org to download  

a fillable PDF entry form; deliver print-

ed entry form with your work. Please 

read this prospectus carefully!

h o n o l u l u  P r i n t M a k e r s          

9 0 t h   a n n u a l  e x h i b i t i o n

Call FOR 
ENTRIES!

Presentation
all works considered for jurying must meet the professional and aesthetic 
criteria of the exhibition committee. Prints are to be framed and presented 
with wire or other necessary hardware for hanging. each framed piece is 
a single entry. in the case of polyptychs-- e.g. a diptych-- multiple prints 
must be contained within a single frame. Work that is not to be hung on a 
wall must have some method to secure it against accident or theft. artists 
whose work presents unusual or difficult requirements due to size, format 
or method of presentation will be required to submit an installation plan, 
provide all hardware, and install their own pieces under the supervision 
of the exhibition committee, at a prearranged time. Please call duncan 
dempster at 536-5507 before entry day if you have work that is not tra-
ditionally framed or hung with wire. Work that does not meet the above 
conditions will not be accepted for jurying.

gallerY attendants
all accepted artists (excluding neighbor island residents) will be required 
to sit the show for one shift or arrange for a substitute in advance. 

entrY Fees
$10 per entry for members, $20 for nonmembers. students with current 
university id, $5 per entry. enter up to three entries per artist.

sales Fee
sales of work are subject to a 40% exhibition fee. this fee, increased this 
year for the first time in decades, is vital to the continuation of the annual 
exhibition, as well as other activities that further the advancement and 
appreciation of printmaking in Hawai’i.

aWards
Cash and merchandise awards will be selected and presented by the juror. 
Purchase awards will be selected by the buyers.

liaBilitY
While every precaution will be taken to assure proper care of the work, 
neither the Honolulu Printmakers nor the Honolulu museum of art can as-
sume responsibility for loss, theft, or damage to work submitted. Please 
make sure your work is securely presented for hanging or display, and that 
all shipped work is carefully packaged in sturdy, reusable containers.

doCumentation
artists are strongly encouraged to fill out print documentation forms, 
which are available in the studio and at honoluluprintmakers.org.

The 90th Annual Exhibition is supported in part by the Hawaii State Foun-
dation on Culture and the Arts.

Volunteer of the Year
LYNN HAIA
Lynn Haia has volunteered for us for many years, as a board 
member, a special fundraising event planner, and as a studio 
monitor. She has also personally sewn countless canvas tool 
holders over the last couple of years for us to sell as a fund-
raiser, an idea she came up with and one that I think exempli-
fies her enthusiastic commitment to the organization and her 
generous nature. -- dfd

i took my first class with kim Chai many years ago.  my de-
sire was to learn enough to be able to teach relief printmak-
ing in my elementary classroom. instead i found a new form 
of expression.  later i was introduced to color wood cut by 
laura smith.  i have never come across a color i do not like 
so combining relief printmaking with color was magic.  i have 
spent many hours in continued experimentation with carving 
a wood block and fiddling with color mixing.

one day Jared Wickware, a member of the board at the 
time, discovered i was an elementary school teacher.  He 
was looking for volunteers to help with an outreach project 
Honolulu Printmakers had developed.  He asked, and i said, 
” Yes!”  For 5 months we went to Chinatown on First Friday 
afternoons and printed with kids from kuhio Park terrace in a 
little park located by marks garage. Jared designed the pro-
jects and gathered the supplies, and his volunteers showed 
up.  it was quite an experience.  He lugged ink, rollers, tools 
of all types, paper, water jugs, washing bins and much more.  
He spelled out the general plan each Friday and then the 3 
hours flew by.  i really respected the time he put in.  it was 
a great volunteer experience.  after that i have always been 
willing to contribute my time and energy to any Honolulu 
Printmakers project. 

Honolulu Printmakers has added so much to my life.  First, 
through classes to quench my need for information as a 
teacher, and then as an artist learning and experimenting 
with an art form.  i had no idea i would become so involved 
in other ways.  i really enjoy working at events, helping with 
planning and being supportive of this organization.  Honolulu 
Printmakers has given me a place to grow up.  i have learned 
so much about how things work, how people approach 
things in different ways, and developing ideas.  i do not think 
this would have happened without being involved with this 
organization.  i have met so many interesting people through 
committee work, being a board member, taking classes and 
working beside fellow members at events.  it feels good to 
keep art alive in our community.

honoluluprintmakers.org
honoluluprintmakers.tumblr.com
instagram: @honoluluprintmakers
twitter: honprintmakers
like us on facebook -- I guess...?

the next decade and beyond. By necessity Hono-
lulu Printmakers has evolved over the years, in 
tandem with the technologies we rely on for our 
craft, in response to challenges, and always to 
serve a changing community’s needs. 

looking forward we can count on further evo-
lutions. the economy, the political landscape, 
climate change — just as these and other vari-
ables effect us all collectively and individually, a 
nonprofit has to negotiate them as well. it’s time 
(it always has been) to think about what circum-
stances we as an organization (over)rely on and 
how they may change. What are the institutional 
and cultural infrastructures that we are depend-
ent on in Honolulu-- and will those conditions al-
ways exist? Will those institutions and systems 
of patronage shift or dissolve? these questions 
have a direct bearing on what – and where-- we 
want Honolulu Printmakers to be when we reach 
100.

the Board of directors and i are currently con-
sidering all of this as we approach the current 
milestone, and we are focused on all possible 
futures. First and foremost, Honolulu Printmak-
ers remains committed to the goal of nurturing a 
sustainable creative community revolving around 
print. this describes a milieu where artists work-
ing in print have the infrastructure, resources, ac-
cess to markets, and opportunities for employ-
ment and service that will entice them to stay 
here. this requires resilience, community buy-in, 
and a willingness to take chances on innovative 
programming. going forward it’s clear that we 
will need to explore growth strategies in order to 
be sustainable financially and culturally. a healthy 
future Honolulu Printmakers is predicated on our 
membership embracing new tools, new venues 
and formats, and new communities where we 
can be active.

as mentioned above volunteering is critical to 
what we do at Honolulu Printmakers, in fact one 
of our core functions is to provide opportunities 
for service to our members. Volunteers keep our 
community-access studio open, and printmakers 
on their weekends and nights off lug our portable 
presses around town for community outreach. if 
you’re interested in donating your time to the or-
ganization please get in touch and we’ll put you 
to work. Better yet, you could propose your own 
ideas about how to serve and how you want to 
contribute to the organization and it’s future.
 
as a way of acknowledging the significance of 
volunteer labor to Honolulu Printmakers we have 
inaugurated a volunteer of the year award. this 
year’s recipient, lynn Haia (see sidebar), like so 
many others, has given tirelessly of her time and 
energy over the years. as a thank you, she will re-
ceive a complimentary membership renewal for 
the coming year. Congrats lynn!

We’re looking forward to the coming year of 
printmaking and community building as we begin 
planning for growth and sustainability. We’re ex-
cited about the visiting artists we’ll be welcoming 
into our studio, our new Print & Book Fair format, 
and the prospect of new tools and ways of work-
ing that are on the horizon.  as always please get 
in touch with questions and feedback, or to con-
tribute ideas about the future of Honolulu Print-
makers. -- dfd 

...continued from front


